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Completing the Verification
Cycle
Regression

Regression
 As the design project progresses from its preliminary phases, verification moves from initial, simple tests
to the more complex scenarios.
 At the same time, verification that started at the lower levels of the design hierarchy continues up to units,
chip, and system levels until all parts of the verification team are active at the same time.
 In most complex systems that require hierarchical verification, lower level test plans complete before
system levels.
 In addition, across a single level of the hierarchy, functional testing proceeds in waves, with the
verification team creating initial tests before moving on to more complex scenarios.
 As the bug rate declines on the initial tests and the lower levels of the hierarchy, cursory testing of these
functions continues under regression, where the verification team ensures that new functions and
features do not break previously verified functions.
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Regression in the Verification Flow I
 The verification team can start work on the level of functional units as soon as the design RTL has enough
content and design level simulation is mature enough to make the unit work productive.
 We call this repeated delivery of a packaged set of HDL that contains a certain level of functionality a
design drop.
 Bottom figure illustrates the parallel progress between the design team and verification teams on three
different verification levels: unit, chip, and system.
 Design and verification cycles on different hierarchy levels proceed in parallel after the initial design drop
from the design team. At various intervals, the design process and the bug feedback from verification
leads to design changes and new design drops.
 On every verification level, an inserted regression step ensures previously reached verification maturity is
retained in the new design drop.
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Regression in the Verification Flow II
 The verification team performs a regression simulation (verification) on every verification hierarchy
level to assess that previously asserted design correctness still applies to the new design drop.
 The regression ensures that the bug fixes work and that the fixes and newly added design functions do
not break the DUV in unintended ways.
 If the regression completes successfully, the verification teams can proceed quickly to verify the new
functional content and the overall process makes forward progress.
 A regression environment is a set of HDL models, test bench configurations, and test cases, that have
to run successfully to assert sufficient quality of a new design drop and let the verification team proceed
productively forward.
 We call the execution of the regression environment a regression run. This regression environment could
be the complete current environment meaning the regression run uses all existing tests.
 There are two main concerns that a regression environment must address:
- First, there must be measurable quality criteria to ensure the effectiveness of a regression for the iterative verification
cycle.
- Second, it is important to minimize the time it takes to complete a regression run (which is why you usually do not use
the complete set of tests in the regression environment). Being able to turn around regressions quickly makes them a
key tool to improve productivity in the parallel design and verification cycle.
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Regression Quality
 On any hierarchical verification level, regression runs must establish baseline quality criteria
for every new design drop. Regression verification is selective re-testing of the DUV.

 The test selection must regard two main sources for the regression runs:
- tests that previously failed and
- tests that broadly cover the base functionality implemented thus far by the design team.

 Both classes of tests collected together form a regression suite.
 Ultimately, the quality of a regression suite is determined by its success to identify lowquality design drops, thus preventing a backward slide in DUV quality between successive
design drops.
 The goal to reach comprehensive re-verification coverage with a regression suite is in direct
conflict with the goal to run a regression very quickly over a new design drop and then return
to the main process of the DUV verification.
 The verification team must find a pragmatic compromise between the two objectives to
create a regression suite that is both comprehensive and fast enough.
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Regression Efficiency
 A regression suite can become a bottleneck of the verification cycle.
 This occurs when the verification team runs out of productive work on the current design
drop and must wait for the regression run to complete on the next design drop.
 Switching to a new design drop becomes a necessity when bugs, which the design team
fixed in the next drop, become the main obstacle to progress on the current drop.
 There are two ways to improve the turn-around time for regression suites.
- The first approach, test case harvesting, optimizes the test selection such that tests with higher
coverage are preferred. This minimizes the number of tests contained in the regression suite.
- Second, the team can split the overall suite into separate jobs and run them in parallel on several
computers, typically referred to as a workstation farm.
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Test Case Harvesting
 The goal of test case harvesting is to find the
minimum number of tests required to hit all
coverage points that the whole regression suite
covers.
 Minimizing the size of the regression suite requires
the use of functional coverage metrics.
 Every test case records its coverage using the
same coverage criteria. Test by test, the
environment accumulates the overall coverage
high water mark. If a test does not hit a new
coverage point, it does not contribute to the
purpose of the regression, and therefore the
verification team can eliminate the test from the
regression suite.
 The underlying optimization problem is the set
cover problem in the academic literature, and its
complexity is exponential with the number of tests.
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Example for efficient test case harvesting. The matrix of 16 coverage points is
shown as a table.
(a) A sequence of seven test cases, each represented by its table marked with
the coverage points that it reached. Below that sequence is a set of matrices
marked to show how the overall coverage of the regression suite accumulates.
After each accumulation, the summary highlights the newly hit coverage
points.
(b) How a shorter sequence of tests selected from the original seven in a can
accumulate the same set of coverage points.

Workstation Farm - Simulation Grid
 The second way to optimize the runtime of a
regression suite is the application of parallel
processing.
 Splitting the suite into test cases that each can run
on a different computer is trivial if the tests are
independent of each other.
 A workstation farm is a set of workstations
connected via a local-area network.
 A batch control environment allows the verification
team to launch compute jobs into the workstation
farm.
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Efficient regression suite processing uses a workstation farm to distribute
the verification tests across a large number of computer servers. The
farm can be spread across several local-area network clusters, which
are connected via fast wide-area network. In addition to the compute
servers, the farm uses dedicated high-performance machines to build
simulation models. Data servers with large disk capacity host the
simulation models, coverage data, and regression results.

Workstation Farm - Long Tests Versus Short Tests
 One basic requirement for effective use of workstation farms is a methodology that keeps regression tests
to a relatively short duration.
 If a complete regression contains 10 long test cases, the parallelization of the regression run can only use
up to 10 compute servers. The turn-around time for the regression suite is as long as it takes to complete
the slowest test.
 If that test is 10 hours long, no workstation farm can cut the regression time below 10 hours, even if the
total time to run all tests in sequence is just 15 hours.
 However, if we can limit the length of the longest individual test to 1 hour, a workstation farm of 15 servers
can take down the regression time to 1 hour, an order of magnitude faster than before.
 Smaller tests also have the advantage that in case of an error that occurs late in the test, the re-run and
debug will not require a long startup time.
 On the other hand, how can short tests create enough stimuli to run the DUV deep into interesting corners
of its state space?
 Common sense dictates that it takes a longer test to set up the interesting window conditions that reveal
the bugs in the design.
 The solution to this problem is to let the test case driver support an intelligent setting of the initial state of
the DUV.
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Problem Tracking I
 Any problem that is encountered throughout the project impacts the team. Every problem must be
resolved.
 The problem areas might deal with:
-

HDL logic bugs,
verification environment bugs,
timing,
synthesis, and
tool problems.

 We focus on the first two - HDL logic bugs and verification environment bugs.
 Some of the most common problems related to these pertain to the:
- specification,
- defects (either in the DUV and the verification environment), and
- enhancements to the DUV or the verification environment.

 One key to resolving all the problems is to track them. This ensures that no problem goes unresolved,
because there is documentation of all problems that have occurred during the course of the project.
 In addition to ensuring that all problems are resolved, the tracking also allows the management team to
stay informed on the progress of the overall project.
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Problem Tracking II
 Now that we know what to track, what has to be decided next is how to track the problems or
enhancements (both referred to as issues).
 Chip design is a large hardware project that uses software concepts and constructs as a skeleton for
creating the hardware.
 Many of the same project issues plaguing hardware engineers also plague software engineers. Problem
tracking is one of those concepts that the hardware community needs to adopt from the software
community.

 The software community has used formalized tools to perform the tracking of issues.
 There exist many commercially and freely available issue-tracking tools. (A search on “Problem Tracking”
on the Web will result in hundreds of hits.)
 Some functions that are mandatory for these issue-tracking tools are:
- subscription capability,
- query capability, and
- report generation.
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Issue Life Cycle
 With the advent of these issue-tracking tools, the tracking of problems and enhancements becomes more
manageable. These tools allow tracking of an issue throughout its life cycle.
 The life cycle of an issue is the phases a problem or enhancement goes through between when it is
conceived and when the problem or enhancement is resolved.
 Bottom figure shows the life cycle of an issue for a typical chip design project.
 The life cycle of an issue determines how to track an issue. Every issue contains a status field as well as
numerous other fields such as owner, issue number, description, date opened, date closed, unit, and
issue type.
 These fields are just an example, and any given project is subject to creating their own that are pertinent
to the project. However, the status field is an important feature because it defines where an issue is in its
life cycle.

Issue life cycle from the creation to the closure of
an issue.
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What Issues to Track
 Now that we understand the life cycle of an issue, we need to determine what
types of issues are worthy of tracking.
 Tracking all issues is ideal.
 Realistically, we should only track those items that are worth the effort.
 The rule of thumb is that an issue is not worth tracking if the effort involved in
creating the issue is greater than the effort to resolve the issue.
 However, this is just the rule of thumb. Every project has different guidelines.
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Tape-Out Readiness
 To this point, we discussed most of the verification cycle:
-

verification plans,
verification environments,
simulation based verification,
debugging of the environment, and
regressions.

 That brings us to the question of when is the design ready to commit to manufacturing. Before sending a
design to manufacturing, the entire design team must meet the established tape-out criteria.
 Tape-out criteria is a series of checklists that indicate the completion of planned work for a chip before
release to manufacturing.
 Tape-out criteria has many components, verification being one of them. In this section, we discuss
verification-related completion criteria.
 However, before getting to completion criteria, we need to discuss metrics. Keep in mind that every
company has its own set of tape-out criteria and metrics.
 The purpose of this section is not to discuss every metric that is used, but to discuss some of the metrics
and their relevance to tape-out readiness.
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Metrics
 Metrics allows the engineering team to assess the overall progress of the project.
 By keeping metrics, the project’s managers can assist the development process by shifting
resources and evenly distributing work among engineers and skill groups.
 They do these tasks based on the metrics and feedback from the team (including the
verification teams).
 The most common verification metrics are:
- bug closure rates and
- coverage closure.

 These two metrics assess the progress of the verification effort and dovetail with common
design metrics such as HDL completion and timing closure.
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Bug Rates I
 The bug rate shows the pace at which the verification team
discovers bugs and designers fix them. This is an
indication of progress for the team.

 The verification team tracks two separate bug rates:
-

-

The first is when the verification team logs a bug (bug discovery
rate). This occurs when the verification team creates a new issue in
the problem-tracking tool.
The other is when the owner of the bugs fixes them (bug closure
rate). This again is determined from the problem-tracking tool; it is
when the issue has been closed by the originator.

 Both are important so that the team can tell if the designers
are keeping up with the bugs.
 If the number of open issues each week remains constant
(the number of new bugs equal the number of fixed bugs,
but not necessarily the same ones), then the project is well
balanced.
 If the number of open issues grows from week to week and
the designers are not keeping up with them, then the team
needs to take corrective actions.
 Figure to the right shows an example of bug discovery
rates.
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Bug discovery rate.

Bug Rates II
 Another metric to track when it comes to bug
closure rates are the age of the open issues.
 The team does not want a series of old bugs
hanging around. These bugs hold up testing until
the designers release the fixes to the verification
team.
 By not providing fixes in a timely fashion, the
verification team cannot progress because they
constantly are running into the same bug.
 Age issues can also be a sign that the design
needs to be “re-micro-architected.” It could be that
the fix is so complex that it takes weeks to fix.
 Bug discovery rates do not fall off overnight. The
verification team can use this rate to predict the
trend over the upcoming weeks.
 Figure on the right shows an example of bug
discovery and closure rates.
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Bug discovery and closure rate.

Coverage Closure
 Although the bug rate metric measures closure on
problems found by the verification team, the
coverage closure rate measures how the
environment does against its functional testing
criteria.
 Coverage closure means that the verification team
has met their defined coverage goals.
 The closure on coverage is for both functional as
well as structural (code coverage).
 Functional and structural coverage closure
measures the overall effectiveness of the test
scenarios.

Example of functional coverage closure.

 Figure to the right illustrates the closure of
functional coverage over time (the verification
effort).
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Correlation Between Bug Rates and Functional Coverage
Closure
 Figure shows the correlation of bug rates to functional
coverage closure.
 Note at the apex of the bug rate curve is when coverage
starts to increase dramatically. At this point (week 11), the
design becomes more stable and the bug rate decreases
from an increasing rate to a constant rate.
 Coverage continues to increase dramatically as the bug
rate starts to decline (up to week 17). Now, as the bug rate
starts to flatten out as the verification team finds fewer and
fewer bugs week to week, the coverage flattens out as
well. As mentioned previously, this is when the verification
team is addressing the corner-cases.
 At the end of the verification effort, note how functional
coverage becomes 100%, whereas the verification team
discovers no new bugs.

The relationship of bug closure rates to the percentage of functional coverage.

 It is unlikely that the bug rate will drop before the coverage
curve approaches its final apex.
 If the bug rate drops off when functional coverage is only
50% complete, the team should investigate this strange
anomaly immediately!
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Completion Criteria
 A design team does not want to send the design to
manufacturing until verification completes its
validation of the logic.
 With the large state space problem, how does the
verification team ensure that their verification suite
covers enough of this state space to ensure a
quality design?

 The metrics discussed earlier are all contributing
factors to the answer of this question. Bug closure
rates, functional coverage, structural coverage,
and open issues are all factors that influence
completion criteria.
 In addition to those metrics, two other items are
crucial in determining the answer to the question.
- The first item is a verification review for each unit and
level of hierarchy.
- The second is a pre-determined period of bug-free
regression.

 Figure on the right shows the diagram that the
verification team must follow when deciding when
to ship the design to fabrication.
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Escape Analysis I
 Escapes refer to problems not detected using the methods used in verification.
 Higher levels of verification progress with their effort and bugs may be found. When that happens, the
lower level verification team, to ensure the bug fix is correct, re-creates these bugs within their verification
environment. For the team to do this, they must analyze the bug and determine why their team did not find
the bug first.
 The missing of the bug by the lower level verification team is classified as an escape; however, this type
of escape is handled in the normal flow of the verification cycle before tape-out and is not discussed here.

 The escapes that occur during systems test, where the DUV is the fabricated hardware, are the most
costly because it may require a re-spin of the hardware.
 These logic bugs “escaped” detection on all levels of verification, from designer simulation through system
simulation. Although the purpose of verification is to avoid escapes to fabrication, the reality is that today’s
chips and systems are too complex to uncover every bug in pre-silicon verification.
 Any escape indicates a blind spot somewhere in the verification environment. The blind spot is a hole in
the stimulus or checking components - or both.
 The purpose of escape analysis is to pinpoint environment blind spots and fix them for future generations
of hardware.
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Escape Analysis II
 This stage of the verification cycle dictates that the verification team analyzes all verification escapes.
 The purpose of this stage of verification is to learn from current problems and to ensure that the
verification environments improve from generation to generation.
 Much like history, teams that fail to study the past are doomed to repeat it.
 The entire hardware design team’s attitude is a key part of the escape analysis process.
 It might be easy to view escape analysis as a punishment or as finger pointing. It is not. Escapes occur on
every complex product, and escape analysis is merely the means to understand and improve for the next
generation.
 The design team and management must take a positive view of an introspective and direct analysis of the
verification environment failures.
 The only unacceptable behavior is when the verification team allows an escape to occur a second time.
Thorough escape analysis avoids this.
 Escape analysis proceeds in two stages.
- The first stage occurs as the design team uncovers any bugs on the test floor hardware.
At this time, the escape analysis process examines the individual bug, focusing on a real-time fix for the hardware and
the verification environment.
- The second stage occurs later, as the hardware enters manufacturing and ships to customers.
At this time, the process dictates that the team looks at all the bug escapes together, searching for trends and
signatures in the escape data.
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Individual Bug Analysis I
 The foundation of escape analysis lays in the study and investigation of individual escapes to systems test
hardware.
 A major characteristic of the early part of this stage is the sense of urgency required to understand the bug
and reproduce it in verification.
 Later, after the team applies the fix to the hardware, the individual bug analysis continues with an in-depth
look at why the bug escaped.
 Figure shows the timeline for the individual bug analysis stage.

The order of activities for the individual bug analysis stage of escape analysis.
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Individual Bug Analysis II
 For each individual escape, the verification team classifies and
documents the following categories:
-

Time-to-understanding
Bug level of difficulty
Area of bug
Work-around capability
Designer’s classification
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Time-to-Understanding
 Time-to-understanding is a simple metric. For each bug, time-to-understanding is the
number of elapsed days from the first encounter of the anomaly on the hardware to the
reproduction of the problem in verification.
 Collecting this metric gives the design and verification teams insight into future
improvements for bug isolation in the hardware.
 Prolonged time-to-understanding negatively affects time-to-market, one of the key project
metrics.
 Engineering teams can add debug capability features to next generation hardware designs
based on the information collected on the time-to-understanding.
 By collecting this data, the team can analyze the correlation between bug type, bug area,
and time-to-understanding and then use this data to improve time-to-market on future
systems.
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Bug Level of Difficulty I
 The bug level of difficulty is an appraisal of the bug’s complexity.
 Evaluating a bug’s level of difficulty requires a structured, quantitative approach. The quantitative
assessment process for evaluating the bug’s level of difficulty starts by checking existing verification data:
- the verification plan and
- coverage results.

 The assessment should note whether the verification plan specified test cases or parameters that could
have led to finding the bug in verification. If not, the bug analysis should call for a new section of the
verification plan for future systems.
 Next, the assessment should note which levels of verification hierarchy could have encountered the bug in
their environment.
 Analysis of coverage results leads to a conclusion as to how close the verification environments came to
encountering the bug.
 It is conceivable that the verification environment created the exact scenario, but the checking
components failed to identify the design flaw.
 Other possibilities in analyzing the coverage data range from the verification environment having nearly hit
the failing scenario to not having come close at all.
 Possible conclusion from coverage data analysis could be that future systems require a new set of
coverage metrics. This occurs when the current coverage metrics do not contain data necessary to assess
how close the verification environment came to hitting the bug.
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Bug Level of Difficulty II
 After analyzing the verification plan and coverage metrics, the quantitative assessment of the bug’s level
of difficulty continues.
 At this stage, the verification team assigns a rating to five separate categories.
 The five categories span the realm of possible reasons for a verification environment to miss finding a
bug.
 The assessor assigns each category a number between 0 and 3, indicating the category’s contribution to
the verification environment missing the bug.
 The five categories are:
- The category for cache or memory set-up indicates whether the bug required an obscure initialization of a DUV
memory component.
- Configuration dependency denotes the DUV components needed for the bug to occur.
- Cycle dependency indicates that two or more events align in a small window of cycles.
- The sequence complexity category indicates that multiple events must occur in a specific order for the bug to occur.
- The expected results category indicates the difficulty in creating the checkers that flag the erroneous behavior.
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Area of the Bug
 Area of the bug describes the type of function under which the defect occurs.
 Traditional categories include:
-

mainline testing,
resets,
specification, and
recovery or error injection.

 However, these categories are not fixed and vary based on the type of design under test. The team should
add other design specific categories as appropriate.

 The area of the bug classification is easy to record. Simply note the type of testing required to find the
bug.
 However, even such a simple denotation yields insightful results when the overall escape analysis
completes.
 Then, the team can see if a verification weakness exists in one of these categories, based simply on the
number of escapes in the category.
 For example, the team would want to bolster their reset verification effort if 50% of the escapes were in
this category.
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Work-Around Capability
 Designers often build “escape routes” for bypassing difficult areas of the design just in case they find a
debilitating bug in the hardware. Complex systems often contain multiple disable and work-around paths
just for this situation.
 Good work-around capability highlights the design’s versatility and the system architect’s foresight into the
difficulties of getting a system to market on time. The design team can enable a hardware work-around in
multiple fashions, including direct disablement of function or with a code work-around in a processor.
 Work-around capability falls into four categories.
- The first category, called tolerate, indicates that the bug occurs rarely. In this case, the bug does not hamper hardware
test progress and requires no work-around.
- Designers use the second category, direct and non-gating, for cases where a work-around fixes the exact problem and
does not hinder further hardware testing. In this case, the bug may occur often, but a workaround exists that completely
avoids the failing scenario.
- The third category, indirect or functional disable, indicates that there is a work-around but enablement of the
work-around turns off additional functions or scenarios.

- Design teams hope to avoid the final category, none or major function disabled. This category means either that the
bug completely halts hardware testing progress or that the designers cannot exercise a major portion of the logic until
new, fixed hardware reaches the test systems.

 Categorizing and tracking the work-around capability yields learning toward areas of the design that need
enhancement for future systems to become “immune” to difficult bugs.
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Designer’s Classification
 The bug level of difficulty classification views the escape from a verification engineer’s perspective. It
illustrates what type of updates the team needs to make to the drivers and checkers to plug the hole that
allowed the escape. On the other hand, the designer’s classification of the escape examines the bug
from the design implementation point of view. This classification describes the specifics of the design bug.
 Designer’s classification has three categories:
- Specification - a specification error occurs when the design documentation incorrectly describes the intended behavior
of the chip or system.
- High-level design - a high-level design escape arises because of incorrect or, more commonly, overlooked assumptions
about the design microarchitecture.
- HDL - the HDL category accounts for most escapes. These are implementation escapes where the designer’s code did
not perform correctly.

 Additionally, the HDL category, the most common of the three, has multiple sub-qualifiers to describe the
type of HDL coding error:
-

assignment,
checking failure,
data algorithm failure,
control algorithm escape,
synchronization failure,
interface, and
association

 The designer’s classification is important to the escape analysis process because it helps hone future
verification environments for the most common error types. The classification also assists designers in
improving their coding styles, communication, and even future micro architectural designs.
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Escape Analysis Trends I
 During the individual escape analysis phase, the verification team focuses on verifying the bug fix and
plugging holes in the environment related to the escape.
 In the best cases, few bugs escape and the product ships to customers ahead of schedule.
 However, any time there are more than a few escapes, the verification team must step back and look at all
the escapes together, searching for escape trends. This is the overall escape analysis phase.
 The key concept of the overall escape analysis is to search for areas of weakness in the environment.
 By identifying weaknesses, the verification team can improve the environment for future products.
Individual escapes always point to very specific deficiencies in the verification environment or test case
suite. By looking at all the escapes together, the team can observe signatures - strengths and
weaknesses.
 Verification teams should look for trends in two areas:
- First, they should look for hierarchical deficiencies.
- Second, the team analyzes the escapes for functional deficiencies.

 The individual escape classification work, described above in the bug level of difficulty section, steers the
overall bug analysis activity.
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Escape Analysis Trends II
 Hierarchical deficiencies point to levels of the verification hierarchy that need strengthening.
 During the individual bug analysis phase, the verification team updated portions of the environment at one
or more verification hierarchical levels. If a particular level required re-work for many escapes, the team
should evaluate whether or not that level needs an overhaul in strategy.
 A common outcome of the hierarchical analysis is the decision to change the environment from a
deterministic strategy to an automated or random driven environment. This occurs when the volume and
complexity of the escapes indicate that the verification team cannot create all the deterministic test cases
required to cover the state space of the DUV at a particular level of the hierarchy.
 A second conclusion of hierarchical analysis may be that the environment’s parameter structure or internal
algorithms are ill suited for the DUV’s function at a particular level of the hierarchy.
 The above cases point to deficiencies in the stimulus components. However, if the individual bug analysis
work shows that multiple escapes occurred because of missed checks in the components, then the
verification team must focus on the checking components.
 After analyzing the environments for weak levels of the hierarchy, the verification team should look for
trends in functions. If multiple escapes occurred in a specific functional area, then all levels of hierarchy
need to upgrade their stimulus and checking capabilities with respect to this function.
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Introduction
 So far, this course has focused in-depth on those mainstream topics in
functional verification that are common for most industrial projects.
 During this detailed walk-through, a few evolving and less established
areas for any modern methodology have been left out.
 This section returns to these areas, describes their relevance, gives a
short overview of available solutions, and points out which direction the
industrial practice is currently headed.
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Bootstrapping the Verification Process
 It is possible to gain dramatic improvements in verification efficiency using a technique called the
bootstrapping the verification process.
 The idea is to short-cut verification cycles that normally would be part of many or even all tests. It is not
necessary to iterate through the same redundant cycles repeatedly many times.
 Instead, the verification team performs such redundant testing only once and lets the verification
environment skip over it for all other tests.
 A good example for the bootstrapping technique is the power-on-reset (POR) verification.
 The team does not have to perform the POR sequence of a DUV at the beginning of every mainline test.
 Instead, the team can run the sequence once, take a checkpoint snapshot of the reset state of the DUV,
and use a checkpoint-restart shortcut at the beginning of every mainline test.

 Using this technique, the verification team saves the amount of time spent in the POR sequence for every
mainline test case they run.
 Assuming this occurs many thousands of times and for most of the test cases run by the verification
project, the savings by eliminating redundant cycles can be quite substantial.
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Bootstrapping the DUV Into High-Potential States
 It is possible to generalize this technique of
starting the DUV in a POR checkpoint state to
bootstrapping of the DUV into any interesting
state.
 Such an interesting or high-potential state is a
starting condition that is close to a stress situation
for the DUV, one where subsequent verification
runs the DUV likely into window conditions.
 The reasoning behind such a strategy is that
DUVs typically contain more and more
complicated bugs around window conditions.
 Furthermore, it is assumed it is nontrivial to reach
such high-potential states during the normal
verification cycle because they are deep inside the
DUV’s state space, far away from the POR state
and typically defined by the occurrence of codependent corner conditions.
 A good example is the near-full condition of
several resources inside the DUV.
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An initializer component uses checkpoint files from previous verification runs
or dedicated code to bootstrap the DUV into high-potential states. The main
property of these states is that they put the DUV close to window conditions,
which are likely to contain design bugs. Three different tests with three
different starting conditions are shown. In this example, only one of the
checkpoint file initializations results in a simulation path that hits a bug. The
third simulation, starting from an initial state driven by dedicated driver code,
also exposes a bug successfully. The initializer component also needs to
initialize the verification environment consistently with the DUV’s state.

Bootstrapping Example
 For an example of this bootstrap method, return to
the cache design discussed earlier.
 A very practical technique to fast-forward this
design into a high-potential state is the technique
called cache warm loading.
 As the name indicates, an initializer component
pre-loads the cache quickly at the beginning of the
verification to represent states that normally only
occur after the cache has serviced many requests.
 With a near-full cache, for example, the DUV will
soon have to delete cache lines to accommodate
new requests from main memory.

The cache warm load component is a special-purpose initializer component. It
loads from a selection of predefined cache contents (preload patterns) directly
into the DUV model to set the DUV into high-potential state. Examples are
near-to-full cache or cache content that likely triggers specific corner case
conditions given the underlying microarchitecture of the design under
verification. The warm load component also must set up the scoreboard to
enable correct checking during the subsequent verification.

 Setting up the near-full condition is much more
efficient than running through a series of requests
that fill up the cache to such a state.
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Coverage-Directed Generation
 The collection of coverage information during simulation is a necessary activity to gauge the success of
random-biased stimulus generation and to avoid that the verification team verifies areas of the DUV and
its architecture insufficiently. Figure illustrates the coverage feedback loop.

 As is the purpose of any controlling feedback loop, coverage feedback improves the quality of verification.
There are two main disadvantages to the scheme in figure.
- First, the feedback involves human interaction, which makes the analysis and the tuning of the stimulus generation very
labor intensive and therefore quite expensive.
- Second, the reaction of the overall verification flow occurs after the fact. We simulate first and then find out that the
stimulus driver did not hit new interesting design aspect, and only then do we adjust the stimulus.

 There has been much research in recent years to improve the effectiveness of this coverage feedback
loop. All the different approaches can be subsumed under the title coverage-directed generation (CDG).
CDG comes in several different flavors. They can be categorized based on where they place the coverage
feedback loop in a new, adjusted flow.
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Dynamic Coverage-Controlled Stimulus Generation
 Modern high-level verification languages (HVLs) support coverage collection constructs, which instruct the
HVL runtime framework to collect coverage information.
 Usually, the verification cycle accumulates the coverage measurements from each individual run to
external files and data structures. Subsequent simulations use the accumulated coverage information to
improve their effectiveness.
 Dynamic coverage-controlled stimulus components, however, use constructs that make the coverage
data of the current simulation directly available to the HVL environment. The stimulus component can now
use information about events that did occur during the current simulation and can make decisions about
subsequent stimulus during the same simulation run.

 The capability to access coverage information at runtime gives the verification engineer immediate
feedback about the results of previous stimuli applied and enormous control over the next simulation
steps. The downside of this very tight feedback loop is the limitation of the coverage insight to the current
simulation run only.
Dynamic coverage-controlled stimulus generation
collects coverage data during an individual
simulation run and makes it directly available to
the stimulus generator (dark gray elements). It is
the responsibility of the code in the stimulus
generator to make the appropriate choices based
on this feedback.
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Model-Based Coverage-Driven Test Generation
 The model-based generation process is less applicable to biased-random stimulus generation but to the
generation of biased-random test cases. Bottom figure shows the position of this technology in the
simulation flow.
 The verification team creates an abstract model of the DUV’s microarchitecture, which enables the test
generator to use micro-architecture conditions and constraints during the generation of test cases. The
idea behind this scheme is to generate test cases that have a known, high coverage by construction.
 Using the micro-architecture model to provide the coverage metric for the test cases during their
generation lets the verification know how well the tests cover the DUV even without running the tests on
the model at all.
 At this time, there are no commercial tools available in this domain.

Model-based coverage-driven test generation. The
test generator includes a model of the design under
verification’s microarchitecture. In addition to the
stimulus parameters and biases from the verification
engineer, the generator uses constraints coming
from the internal microarchitecture model to generate
test cases, which have a high coverage by
construction.
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Automated Coverage-Controlled Generation
 This newest scheme attempts to address the human component and replaces it with an automated
component that uses machine learning algorithms.
 The base technologies applied in this area are Bayesian networks, which have proven very successful in
other areas of machine learning and artificial intelligence. The idea is that over time and over many
simulations, the coverage feedback program changes the stimulus parameters and biases slightly and
collects the subsequent changes of coverage during simulation.
 Based on the reactive behavior of the system, the machine-learning component of the feedback program
accumulates probabilistic sensitivity information that lead to an ability to target so far uncovered areas of
the DUV.
 Applying machine learning to the coverage feedback loop certainly points to one of the frontiers and
possible high productivity gain areas that verification research attacks currently.
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Advanced Verification
Techniques
Assertion Based Verification

Assertion Based Verification I
 Assertion-based verification is a variant of white box verification and has been
gaining much attention in literature and industry during the last several years.
 Assertions by their very definition target the implementation of a design; they
formalize assumptions about conditions inside the design that are supposed to
hold true at all times.
 The idea of assertions is not new. Software engineers have used the concept for
ages.
 In the context of hardware design, VHDL, even in its first standardization, included
a language construct to express assertions
assert <expression>
[report <message>]
[severity <level>]
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Assertion Based Verification II
 Of course, assertions and verification checkers have related purposes.

 There is a choice to do the checking of an internal microarchitecture
condition in a test bench that is owned by a verification engineer or
directly in the HDL by the designer.
 One real practical argument for the designer ownership of assertions is
the fact that the designer best understands and considers such internal
white box checks at the time the he or she writes the HDL.
 Good examples are corner conditions and specific illegal encodings of
signal states such as
- Illegal states
- Orthogonality of signals or one-hot encodings
- Illegal control conditions
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Assertion Based Verification III
 One view of a systematic use of assertion
checking is the notion of defensive HDL design
(top figure).
 Every assertion checks a “cone of logic” for
boundary conditions and protects the downstream
logic by continuously guarding the assumption.
 Bottom figure shows another implementation level
example. This time the HDL assertion actually
protects the physical implementation of the logic. It
codifies the assumption that two “select” signals
(s1, s2), which drive a pass-gate multiplexer
implementation, are to be orthogonal.
 In the absence of the assertion, logic simulation
would never detect the functional problem where
s1 and s2 are on at the same time.
 It is the circuit implementation that exploits the
orthogonality condition by using a cheaper, faster
circuit layout and needs to be protected from
destruction by a violation of this assumption.
 Very clearly, this implementation assumption must
be formalized by the design engineer.
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Assertion checking as defensive hardware design language design.

Pass-gate mux implementation, exploiting orthogonal select signals.

The Importance of Assertions
 There are several reasons why a modern verification methodology should make heavy use of assertions
that are embedded into the HDL design:
- White box conditions are best specified and, more importantly, maintained over time by the design team. Many internal
assertions could not be known by a verification engineer, but violation of these internal conditions can lead to severe
malfunction of the design.
- Unlike non-HDL test bench checkers, formal verification tools can process HDL assertions. This opens the potential of
proving formally that an assertion always holds true, a much more powerful verification result than any amount of
pattern-based simulation can ever deliver.
- An uncaught assertion violation can result in an error that is detected in the architecture state of the design downstream
after more simulation time. However, catching a problem at the point of an internal assertion violation is always more
effective in debugging because the problem is caught at its very source.
- Assertions are cheap. Typically, they are sanity checks that are easily written by the designer, and they do not consume
a lot of simulation engine performance.
- Empirical evidence shows that a systematic application of assertions by the design team is able to catch significant
amounts (24% to 35%) of the design bugs found overall on large industrial projects.
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Classification of Assertions
 The following list attempts to classify assertions according to increasing complexity:
- Event detection: The most atomic and simple assertion checks for absence of an event, a “failure condition.” Designers
encode these events by the flat assertions discussed mostly so far. Such events can be classified as static; that is, they
do not relate to any other events.
- Temporal event detection: More complex assertions will refer to sequence of events over time; that is, several events
have to occur before the final asserted event can be checked. Designers encode such assertion events via the
embedded (nested) method shown in bottom figure. Essentially, the designer embeds the assertion into the logic of a
state machine (the sequentially nested context in HDL) that controls the pre-condition for the final Boolean check.
- Pre-defined event detection building blocks: Pre-build set of assertions for events that occur often in hardware
designs. Examples are data structures (buffers, stacks, FIFOs) or control structures (handshake, windows with preand/or post-conditions).

Flat (a) and nested (b) hardware design language assertion.
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Formal Verification I
 In simulation, the verification environment visits one state
of the DUV at a time. This process can be viewed as state
traversal. The set of all possible states for a DUV is called
its reachable state space. The overwhelming size of the
DUV’s state space is the biggest verification challenge.
 A key metric for the quality of the verification cycle is the
amount of the DUV’s reachable state space visited and
checked. Simulation stimulus components of high-quality
and coverage feedback ensure that the state traversal
visits different and interesting states within the reachable
state space, which again increases the efficiency of this
process.
 However, the size of the reachable state space does not
allow an exhaustive, simulation-based state traversal for
any interesting, real-life DUV. Therefore, simulation-based
verification is fundamentally limited to checking correctness
of the design in a case-by-case fashion.
 For any case not checked or design state not visited, the
simulation-based approach cannot give any assurance that
the design behaves correctly. This means that functional
simulation in reality is testing and not really verification of
the DUV. It is important to note the following property of
testing: “Testing can be used to show the presence of
bugs, but never to show their absence!”.
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Path of one simulation from an initial state through the reachable state space
of a design under verification (DUV) to a design bug.
A single simulation is akin to a random walk through the reachable state space
of the DUV. Simulation proceeds one state at a time through the reachable
state space. Smart drivers and coverage feedback guide the walk at every
point until we hit, hopefully, a design bug.
Simulation is able to process state spaces of gigantic sizes (greater than 1
billion gates) but at the expense of state space coverage. This makes
simulation-based methods very practical in the verification team’s endeavor to
find bugs. Simulation is not a strong method to confirm the absence of bugs.

Formal Verification II
 The promise of formal verification (FV) is to achieve stronger, true verification of the DUV
instead of merely testing with simulation-based methods.

 FV can provide full verification for at least part of a DUV, full checking of properties for all
DUV states, in contrast to the limited simulation based verification.
 During the last decade, FV has established itself as a productive additional weapon in the
arsenal of the verification team.
 This section discusses some basic principles of FV and introduces different methods and
application areas.
 Many engineers still misunderstand FV as an academic approach. However, rapid
improvements and much practical use of formal methods yielded advances in areas like
specification and assertion languages.
 These advances not only improved productivity of verification methods in the formal field, but
also have influenced simulation methods.
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Foundations
 The central focus of FV is the attempt to prove with mathematical certainty the correctness
of a design.

 Proof means that the verification is exhaustive and therefore the checking is valid for all
cases. This implies a mathematical rigor to FV.
 The advantage of the strong reliance on formal, mathematically sound methods is that the
application of FV leads to true verification (as opposed to just testing) where completed
successfully.
 Because formal methods grew out of the field of theoretical computer science, the
vocabulary and presentation of FV often uses mathematical terminology.
 In this section, a structural rather than a detailed mechanical understanding of formal
methods is provided.
 A few basic concepts are defined first, which are the foundation of the following discussion
of formal methods for hardware verification.
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Design Correctness and Specifications I
 The focus of the earlier chapters is on simulation of the
HDL representation of a DUV. Often we call the HDL the
implementation of the design.

 We can only postulate correctness of a design relative to
a specification. A specification makes statements about
properties an implementation of the DUV should realize.
 Figure to the right shows an example of a hierarchy of
specifications. The lowest two levels of the hierarchy are
familiar from previous lectures.

 The gate-level representation implements the register
transfer level (RTL) specification, which in turn is an
implementation of a high-level specification of the DUV.
Example for three levels of design representations. The high-level design
representation is the specification for the register transfer level (RTL); the
RTL representation is the specification of the gate level. Every lower
level representation is an implementation of the higher level specification.

 The high-level specification could be, for example, the
requirements specification for the DUV from a customer
standpoint.
 There are two types of specifications:
- high-level models and
- properties.
 Both types specify what encompasses the correct behavior
of an implementation.
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Design Correctness and Specifications II
 A higher-level model is a complete operational or behavioral specification of the design implementation.
The RTL model is an example of a high-level model specification for the gate-level implementation. The
implementation realizes all functional aspects that the high-level model specifies operationally.
 We call the correctness of a DUV relative to an operational model equivalence.
 Equivalence checking verifies that the design implements all operations or behaviors of the specification.
 Equivalence checking was the first FV approach successful in the domain of industrial application and has
been the most successfully applied FV technology to date.
 The second type is the specification of properties.
 Properties are attributes of behavior that the implementation should always honor. By their very nature,
properties do not provide a complete specification of the implementation but make a statement about
functional aspects of the DUV.
 The description of the Calc1 design provides many properties. For example, a basic property of the design
is the description of which output results to expect based on which input commands. The statement that
the design services commands on a first-come, first-serve basis is another property of Calc1.
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Design Correctness and Specifications III
 Properties can be static or dynamic. This classification is similar to the one we used in the introduction of
assertions.
 A static property is a condition that holds true in the design at one particular time or at all times.
 A simple example of the condition expressed for a specific point in time is the property that after power-onreset, all latches of the DUV are initialized to “0.”
 A static property example for all times is the condition that the parity bit on a data bus always indicates
odd parity.
 Dynamic properties are temporal properties. This is the more general, more powerful case of property
specification. In fact, static properties are a subset of temporal properties.
 The typical example for a temporal property is resource management of data buses: A bus arbiter that
receives a bus_request input signal issues the bus_grant output signal after a maximum number of cycles.
 The general form of such temporal properties states a series of events as pre-conditions and then
postulates a sequence of events as post-conditions to be verified.
 The specification of temporal properties is the most important, most successful specification mechanism
used in modern FV approaches.
 The pre-dominant use of property specification in FV also makes the term property checking often
synonymous with FV.
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Design Correctness and Specifications IV
 A design implementation, or DUV, is correct if all properties of its specification hold true.
 There are different ways to reach a correct design from a specification, as shown in bottom figure.
 The simulation-based approach translates the specification into drivers and checkers.
 The automatic synthesis method uses algorithms to create an implementation that is correct-byconstruction.
 FV relies on a formal specification and proves that all properties of the specification hold true in the
implementation.

Three different paths to achieve a correct
implementation from a specification.
(a) Automatic tools are used to synthesize the
implementation.
(b) A simulation environment is derived from
the specification for a traditional simulationbased verification methodology.
(c) The formal verification (FV) approach that
requires a formalized specification before the
verification team can drive the FV flow.
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Formal Boolean Equivalence Checking
 Boolean equivalence checking (BEC), is the most successful application of FV to date.
 The task of equivalence checking is a primary target for the application of formal methods for two reasons.
 First, it supports the important assurance that no design transformations, many of which occur in a VLSI
design flow, harm the correctness of the design.
- Equivalence checking proves, which means it verifies exhaustively, that a design representation is functionally equivalent
to its specification even after many manual or automated design transformations.

 The second important application area for BEC is the proof of a DUV implementation against a higherlevel model specification.
- The constraint is that high-level specification and implementation can only differ in the way they specify their
combinational Boolean functionality because BEC only works if the states and state holding elements of the models
compared are identical.
- Nevertheless, this allows the verification team to use the most abstract, concise, and implementation independent model
of the DUV for the bulk of the functional verification work.
- With this second application of equivalence checking, the design and verification teams can use the higher-level model
purely as a specification, not to drive a synthesis-based automatic implementation process.
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The Role of Equivalence Checking in the VLSI Design Flow
 The modern VLSI design flow uses a number of
manual and automatic design transformations
between the RTL specification and the physical
netlist, a design representation that is the input to
the manufacturing process of the VLSI chip.
 BEC is vital to verify that all these tools in the
automatic implementation flow operate without
changing the function of the DUV.
 Figure (a) shows two inputs to BEC in the
automated flow, the RTL and the physical netlist.
 The main reason for custom circuit implementation
(Figure (b)) is the need for extreme physical
optimization for speed or compactness of the
design.
 Experienced circuit designers take the RTL
specification and implement its function manually
on the transistor level.
 The role of BEC in this scenario is even more vital
than in the automated flow, because it checks
against human errors inserted into the
implementation.
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The position of formal equivalence checking in a typical VLSI design flow.
(a) The automatic implementation flow.
(b) The alternate flow where a custom designer manually implements the
circuit.

The Myth of Complete Verification With FV
 A key promise associated with FV is that FV of a
DUV is complete verification.
 However, there are two main obstacles in the way
of a complete verification with today’s FV tools.
- First, the completeness of FV is equal to the
completeness of the properties that the design and
verification teams specify.
Property verification, where the properties are short of a
complete reference model, is bound to be incomplete.
How many properties make a complete specification?
- The second obstacle against complete verification with
FV is the practical difficulty of proving properties against
the state space explosion.
To circumvent the problem of exhausted memory or
unlimited runtime requirements, the FV team typically
specifies constraints on the input values and sequences
the tool should pursue.

 Figure shows how the DUV state space is limited
per one FV tool run by input constraints.
 Eventually, the FV tool will run out of resources,
which also limits the state space that the FV
covers exhaustively even further.
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Practical limitations against a complete state space traversal with formal
verification (FV) technologies.
The state space exploration starts with an initial state and proceeds from there
through all reachable states while checking a property. The concentric rings
starting at the initial state mark the consecutive exploration steps. To
circumvent the problem of state space explosion, the scope of the traversal is
constrained. Arrows illustrate how constraining the design under verification
(DUV) inputs limits the state space considered by the traversal. The user
specifies which input sequences should not be considered. The example
shows the exploration to exhaust the available runtime resources after four
steps. We highlight one property violation as a detected bug (white star).
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